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A LETTER FROM THE REPORT SPONSOR
This report is just the latest example of how Valens GroWorks is shaping
the future of cannabis through quality products and testing.
2018: The year of Cannabis in Canada. We’ve made
history and opened the floodgates, but what does
it really mean? Where are we now? Where are we
going? Is this just a quick ‘green rush’? This first-ever
Future of Cannabis in Canada Report from Resonance
Consultancy provides valuable insights into the actual
demands and trends in cannabis consumption directly
from Canadian consumers themselves.
This report summarizes what it’s like living in Canada
with legal cannabis, both through the eyes of a
bystander and a consumer. As an emerging industry,
breaking down consumer needs and desires has never
been more necessary to sustain long-term market
growth. As this industry grows in Canada, so will its
consumers. We’re already seeing shifts in consumption
preferences, social and medical environments and
more, driving cannabis to slowly take over as a
substitute for recreational choices like alcohol and
medical solutions such as opioids.

At Valens, we have a unique position in this growing
cannabis market as a supply-chain partner and a
co-packer of consumer goods for licensed producers
across the country. We have a responsibility to help guide
trends and provide quality products.
At Valens, we champion the individual. And the only way
to do that is to truly listen to what the consumer needs.
We know first hand the benefits of the cannabis plant for
both recreation and medical use, and because of that
we take pride in quality, we’re committed to research
and education, and we constantly challenge ourselves to
provide the purest, scientifically validated products and
methodologies in the industry.
Whether you work in the sector or are a consumer, I hope
you find clarity and opportunity in the data presented in
Resonance’s 2019 Future of Cannabis in Canada Report.
Everett Knight,
Executive Vice President of Strategy & Investments
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WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS
Resonance Consultancy is a leading advisor on tourism, real estate and economic
development. We work with developers, cities and communities to help them
understand consumer trends, plan for the future and communicate their unique
story in order to realize their full economic potential.
At first blush, the link between cannabis and tourism
or real estate development may not be obvious. But
stop for a moment and think about how many people
now take vacations to Ontario’s Niagara region or
California’s Napa Valley primarily to taste and consume
wine. Or try and imagine how many millions of square
feet of commercial real estate is now occupied by craft
breweries across Canada and the United States.
The rising popularity of craft beer and food and wine
tourism has positively impacted the real estate and
tourism industries, as well as local economies, over
the past 10 to 15 years. And the legal consumption of
cannabis will be no different.
As the first G7 country to legalize cannabis, Canada has
now become both a research laboratory and test case
for other countries and destinations to observe what a
future with cannabis looks like.
To prepare this report, we partnered with Valens
GroWorks, one of Canada’s leading cannabis producers.
Our goal: to understand how legalization has affected
attitudes toward consumption, to develop a profile

of current cannabis consumers, and, most importantly,
to identify how and where Canadians plan to consume
cannabis in the future.
We hope the fresh insights from this far-reaching study
will help governments, businesses and entrepreneurs
prepare to capitalize on one of the next decade’s biggest
opportunities for made-in-Canada innovation. We also
hope that this report gives Canadians an awareness of the
national sentiment and an understanding that their ideas
and decisions around legal cannabis in this country are
crucial to shaping the nascent industry.
The report you’re reading is a good first step. We look
forward to your questions and to discussing your thoughts
about the future of cannabis in the months and years to come.
Enjoy the insights.

Chris Fair, President & CEO
Resonance Consultancy Ltd.
cfair@resonanceco.com

Cover photo courtesy of City Cannabis
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METHODOLOGY
Resonance Consultancy and Valens GroWorks partnered with
Insights West to survey 1,500 Canadians who had used cannabis in
the past year. Insights West also surveyed 1,001 general population
Canadians. Respondents were aged 18 years or older in Alberta and
Quebec and 19 or older in all other provinces and territories.

OBJECTIVES

SURVEY DATES AND METHODOLOGY

To better understand:

From December 13 to 21, 2018, Insights West
conducted an online survey with:

• Cannabis consumption behaviour and
perceptions among Canadian adults
• Cannabis consumption and purchase
behaviour among past-year cannabis users
• Cannabis preferences, attitudes and
perceptions among past-year cannabis users
• Differences among demographic subgroups

• 1,001 general population residents across
Canada (margin of error: +/-3.1%, 19 times
out of 20)
• 1,500 past-year cannabis users across Canada
(margin of error: +/-2.5%, 19 times out of 20)
• To ensure the samples are representative, we
correlated our data with Statistics Canada Census
data and weighted it for age, gender, region and
incidence of cannabis consumption

CONTENTS
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C A NNA BIS IN C A NA DA : ITS CULTUR E,
ITS CONSUMERS A ND ITS FUTUR E
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So far, so good.
On October 17, 2018, Canada took a defining step
into the future when it became the first G7 country
to legalize cannabis nationwide.
The world is watching—and will continue watching for
years to come—as Canadian politicians, citizens and
entrepreneurs harness, regulate and thrive in a world
of legal cannabis.

THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS IN CANADA

work (sometimes with shares) to university programs
supported by massive infrastructure investment.
Despite the mostly positive headlines and heady
anecdotal buzz, glaringly absent from the immediate
post-legalization era—until now—was a nationwide,
holistic, well-researched check-in about how it’s all going.

Of course, the risks are there, and producers and
regulators alike have a keen interest in keeping
cannabis products out of the hands of minors and
ensuring its legal consumption remains safe.

Enter Valens GroWorks and Resonance Consultancy—
a partnership forged to create and analyze Canada’s
first post-legalization sentiment survey. In the pages
that follow, we’ll present Canadians’ thoughts and
opinions on the present and future of Canada’s cannabis
industry—one that’s being watched very closely by the
rest of the world.

But for every peril, there are multiple payoffs. Chief
among them: a new tax source, better quality control
and jobs. So. Many. Jobs. Fuelled by homegrown and
international investment and innovation, entrepreneurs
are creating new companies, sub-sectors and
opportunities ranging from well-paying entry level

Based in Kelowna, B.C., Valens GroWorks is an integrated
cannabis company focused on cannabinoid cultivation,
extraction, distillation and purification. The insights
and analysis in this report will facilitate much-needed
discussion and education of government, citizens and
business community.

01 C A N N A B I S I N C A N A D A : I T S C U LT U R E , I T S C O N S U M E R S A N D I T S F U T U R E

Resonance Consultancy’s team of experienced advisors
in tourism, real estate and economic development has
helped countless places understand market trends,
assess their strengths and weaknesses, engage local
communities, plan for the future, and create branding
and communication materials in order to realize their
full economic potential.
Legal cannabis has increasingly become part of our
conversations as well—from real estate developers
considering amenities like vape lounges to cities
planning canna-tourism trails in the hopes of creating
a ‘Provence of Pot’.
This report is an opportunity to find the signal in the
noise and to inspire a much-needed conversation about
a newly legal market that’s projected to generate nearly
$4.5 billion in 2019.
So far, so very good.
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Despite the mostly positive headlines
and heady anecdotal buzz, glaringly
absent from the immediate postlegalization era—until now—was a
nationwide, holistic, well-researched
check-in about how it’s all going.
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THE REPORT’S KEY INSIGHTS
A Primer for Cannabis Consumers, Policy Makers and Businesses

HOW TO BUILD OFF OF THE CANADIAN
SENTIMENT EXPRESSED IN OUR REPORT

LEGALIZATION MEANS MORE
CANADIANS ARE USING CANNABIS

The data and analysis in the 67 pages that follow is
dense, valuable and, we believe, required reading for
Canadian citizens, cannabis professionals, politicians,
entrepreneurs and anyone interested in investing in a
new Canadian industry as fraught with potential pitfalls
as it is with opportunities. This report is also timely,
given that its intake period took place two months after
legalization and its release is less than six months after
legalization. Here are the big takeaways from Canadians
excited, curious or concerned about legal Canadian
cannabis (which is to say, almost everyone).

Among the 27% of Canadian adults who say they have
consumed any form of cannabis in the past year, 84%
have consumed cannabis since legalization. That’s
23% of the general Canadian public. Among past-year
cannabis users, 70% report the same usage levels since
legalization, while 16% report increased consumption
and 9% report lower consumption. Perhaps expectedly,
more past-year Canadian users have started using
cannabis after legalization: 5% more. Similarly, roughly
one-third (32%) of Canadian adults are likely to use any
form of cannabis in the next year.

CANADIANS USE CANNABIS
EVERYWHERE, BOTH SOCIALLY
AND PRIVATELY
Almost three-quarters (72%) of past-year Canadian
cannabis users regularly or occasionally consume
cannabis in their own homes. Outside of their homes,
60% of Canadians say they consume cannabis in their
yards or outdoor spaces or more remote places where
others are not typically around. Fifty-six percent say
they consume at parties or in a friend/family member’s
home (55%). As far as social consumption of cannabis
goes, two-thirds (67%) of Canadians say they regularly
or occasionally consume cannabis with friends, while
63% will consume it alone.

THE REPORT’S KEY INSIGHTS
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JOINTS AND EDIBLES ARE THE
PREFERRED WAYS TO GET HIGH
Canadian cannabis users are traditionalists when
it comes to consuming cannabis. More than twothirds (68%) of past-year cannabis users regularly or
occasionally smoke cannabis in a joint. Although twothirds (67%) of cannabis users have ever consumed
edibles, only one-third (36%) regularly or occasionally
do. Vaping comes in third for how Canadian cannabis
users consume, with 30% regularly or occasionally
doing so. Cannabis oils come in fourth, at 27% of
regular or occasional use. But the joint has some
upcoming competition, with 58% of cannabis users
saying they are likely to consume edibles in the future,
while 44% are likely to use cannabis oil. Interestingly
given the investment by spirit and alcohol brands
in the space, 30% of Canadian past-year cannabis
consumers say they are likely to consume drinkable
cannabis in the future.

GROWING YOUR OWN IS GROWING
MEDICAL MARIJUANA
PRESCRIPTIONS ARE RARE, BUT USE
IS EQUATED WITH WELLBEING
The majority of past-year Canadian cannabis users
currently do not have a medical prescription for
cannabis (only 14% of cannabis users currently
do). Older users aged 35+ are more likely to have a
prescription (16% vs. 10% among 18- to 34-year-olds).
Despite the low percentage of Canadians with medical
prescriptions, even before legalization, the perception
among Canadian users is that cannabis use enhances
wellbeing. The top two reasons for consuming
cannabis are to relax (79% regularly/occasionally)
and for fun/recreation (74%), followed by stress relief
(69%) and helping users sleep (60%). More than half
of users (55%) regularly or occasionally consume
cannabis to reduce anxiety, while half use it to provide
relief for a medical illness/condition and 46% use it to
help them escape.

Although only 6% of past-year Canadian cannabis
users currently grow cannabis (which extrapolates to
2% of Canadians) more than a quarter (26%) say they
are likely to grow cannabis in the future. Users aged 18
to 54 (27%) and those living in single detached homes
(31%) are most likely to grow cannabis in the future.
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CANNA DINING AND TOURISM IN DEMAND
Roughly half (53%) of Canadian cannabis users says they
would definitely or probably visit a cafe or restaurant
where cannabis edibles/drinkables are served, visit
a consumption place where users can try different
cannabis products (50%), or visit a cafe or restaurant
where smoking/vaping cannabis is permitted (50%).
Slightly less than half (47%) of Canadian cannabis
consumers are interested in visiting a cannabis growing/
manufacturing facility to tour and try the product, or stay
in a hotel where smoking/vaping cannabis is permitted
(45%). The two activities that appeal to a more niche
user are choosing a vacation destination in order to visit
cannabis growing/manufacturing facilities and tasting
rooms (25%) and buying/renting a property that has
dedicated cannabis smoking/vaping lounges (25%). The
potential for cannabis-infused tourism and hospitality
ventures is significant, given that younger Canadian
cannabis users (aged 18 – 34) are more interested in all
cannabis entertainment activities listed in our survey.

THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS IN CANADA

THE BLACK MARKET IS STILL ON PAR
WITH THE LEGAL CANNABIS ECONOMY
Canadian cannabis users are still as likely to purchase
cannabis from friends, family or dealers as they are from
licensed purveyors. More than a third of cannabis users
regularly/occasionally purchase cannabis from a friend
or family member (36%) or a dealer or on the black
market (35%). Less than a third regularly/occasionally
purchase cannabis from licensed, privately run retail
stores (32%) or online from such stores (31%).
Less than a third of users (28%) with government-run
stores in their province regularly/occasionally purchase
online from government-run retail stores, and even less
so in person from a government-run retail store (27%).
Despite the ubiquity of online shopping in Canada,
past-year cannabis users prefer buying cannabis from
retail stores (47%) over online (23%), while less than a
quarter (23%) have no preference and 8% are unsure.

THE CANNABIS PURCHASE
EXPERIENCE IS SATISFACTORY,
BUT NEEDS TO IMPROVE
The majority of Canadian cannabis consumers (59%)
who purchased cannabis legally rate their overall
experiences as good or excellent. When asked to
evaluate various aspects of the purchase experience,
the highest scores were awarded for high-quality
products (70%) and fresh products (70%). Two-thirds
of cannabis buyers report high ratings for having
enough information about the product (66%) and
knowledgeable staff selling the product (65%), while
60% award strong scores for providing an easy/
convenient shopping experience. The lowest ratings
were awarded for low prices (34%) and enough product
being available (39%).

THE REPORT’S KEY INSIGHTS
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DEAR RETAILERS: STREAMLINE THE PATH
TO PURCHASE AND INCREASE STOCK

CANNABIS IS PERCEIVED AS
HEALTHIER THAN ALCOHOL

We conducted a key driver analysis to determine the
most important factors driving the overall cannabis
purchase experience. Having a convenient/easy shopping
experience is clearly the #1 driver (31%), followed by
having enough product available (17%). Interestingly,
when cannabis buyers were asked to rate the most
important factors directly, high-quality products and
fresh products emerge at the top. However, these factors
are among the least important. This may suggest that
high-quality and freshness of products are “table stakes”
that buyers expect of all retailers. Although buyers view
them as important, they’re not actually driving the
purchase experience, because buyers are already getting
high-quality and fresh products regardless of where they
purchase their cannabis.

Almost two-thirds (63%) of Canadian cannabis users
think cannabis is better than alcohol in terms of being
healthier/less unhealthy and having fewer side effects.
Additionally, 57% believe cannabis is less addictive than
alcohol and more than half (54%) of Canadian cannabis
users believe cannabis does a better job of making them
feel better than alcohol.

The one key strength for the overall cannabis purchase
experience is convenience, while the one key weakness
is having product available. Therefore, retailers should
make it a priority to ensure buyers have a convenient/
easy shopping experience and ensure that enough
product is available.

CANADIANS KNOW ABOUT AND
SUPPORT RESTRICTIONS ON
MARKETING CANNABIS PRODUCTS
The vast majority of cannabis users (88%) are aware
of the advertising and packaging restrictions placed
on cannabis in Canada, while 60% are very or somewhat
familiar with the restrictions. When it comes to Canadian
support of restricted cannabis marketing and advertising,
more than two-thirds (68%) of cannabis users support
having legal restrictions on cannabis marketing/
advertising and packaging. Older cannabis users aged 55+
are more likely to support having the restrictions (72%).

THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS IN CANADA
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C A NA DA’S POT OF GOLD
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Opportunity exists in national markets,
but that’s not why billions of dollars are
changing hands for a piece of the Canadian
cannabis industry.
The numbers vary, of course, but they’re always massive
even in their undulations.
Let’s start with the obvious, most tangible one. According
to Deloitte, the cannabis market in Canada, including
legal, recreational, medicinal and, yes, illegal sales, is
expected to be worth as much as $7.17 billion in 2019,
with legal sales contributing to more than half of this—
up to $4.34 billion. This, we remind you, is for 2019 only.
Based on our national survey, 27% of adults—approximately
8.1 million people—consumed some form of cannabis
in 2018. The consensus is that, with product safety and
government quality control, cannabis use will hockeystick this year. That same Deloitte study predicts that
overall legal consumption will rise by as much as 35%.
Our survey of Canadian sentiment indicate that 5% of
past-year users in Canada tried cannabis for the first
time since legalization—market growth of hundreds of
thousands of people in just two months.
More than a third of Canadian cannabis users indicate
that they regularly or occasionally purchase cannabis
from a friend or family member (36%) and about the
same number procure it from a dealer/black market (35%).

Given that Canada is the G7
laboratory for legalization across
Western economies, we’re not just
talking interest by small, regional
or even national players. In fact, the
first big joint ventures and buy-ins
have come from Big Booze.

Just under one-third of users buy from a privately
run retail store (31%). Lower still, in provinces with
government-run stores, less than a third regularly or
occasionally purchase in-store (27%) or online (28%).
Canadian cannabis, despite its legality, is still operating
at anywhere from one-third to 50% of potential uptake,
based on our insights into how Canadians obtain their
products. Just imagine the growth once prices and
purchase paths have stabilized.
This growth trajectory has more established but slowergrowing industries salivating for their piece of the pot
pie. But it’s not entirely about monetizing a ravenous,
under-serviced Canadian market.
Given that Canada is the G7 laboratory for legalization,
we’re not just talking interest by small, regional or even
national players. In fact, the first big joint ventures and
buy-ins have come from Big Booze.
Why the interest from the alcohol industry?
CIBC recently predicted that legal cannabis sales in
Canada could reach $6.5 billion by 2020, exceeding
our annual spend on—wait for it—spirits.

0 2 C A N A D A’ S P OT O F G O L D
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DRINKING IS GOING TO POT
Resonance Consultancy research further reveals that
many Canadians would rather get high than drunk.

liquor companies to push beyond their traditional fare and
roll out teas, energy drinks and non-alcoholic options.

In fact, more than six in 10 of the Canadian cannabis
users we surveyed think cannabis tops alcohol in
being healthier/less unhealthy (63%) and having fewer
side effects (63%), while 57% believe cannabis is less
addictive than alcohol.

The new data shows that U.S. alcohol sales volumes
dropped 0.8% last year, slightly steeper than the 0.7%
decline in 2017. Beer was worst hit, with volumes down
1.5% in 2018, compared with a 1.1% decline in 2017,
while sales of wine and spirits grew modestly, but at
a slower rate.

Additionally, more than half (54%) of cannabis users
say cannabis makes them feel better than booze does.
Extrapolate that across countries similar to Canada
and it’s easy to justify the eye-popping investments
being made in Canadian cannabis enterprises of all
sizes and niches.
A recent study by The Wall Street Journal and industry
tracker IWSR noted Americans are increasingly laying off
the booze, prompting the world’s biggest brewers and

So as Canadian firms hustle to go to market in a new
legal landscape, they’re also keeping an ear out for
acquisition calls… and for the offer of capital and
seasoned talent from other industries that could be the
proverbial rocket ship to which they strap their venture.
The deals that ruled last year’s headlines have certainly
skewed booze.

0 2 C A N A D A’ S P OT O F G O L D
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CANADIAN SENTIMENT OF CANNABIS VS. ALCOHOL
Cannabis

Alcohol

About the same

Molson Coors Brewing and Quebec-based HEXO’s deal
kicked things off in mid-2018 when the brewers made a
move to shore up declining sales in Canada by creating
a cannabis-beverage joint venture called Truss.

6%

31%

BIG BOOZE WANTS IN

HEALTHIER/
LESS UNHEALTHY

63%

Two weeks later, Corona and Modelo parent company
Constellation Brands poured $4 billion of equity
investment into Canopy Growth, its third such
contribution since October 2017.
At the time of writing, Constellation owned an estimated
38% of Canopy Growth, Canada’s top weed producer—
the biggest investment into the industry yet.

7%

30%

HAS FEWER
SIDE EFFECTS

63%

8%

34%

LESS
ADDICTIVE

57%

13%

33%

MAKES YOU
FEEL BETTER

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

54%

But according to a Motley Fool story from January 2019,
this, unlike the Molson-HEXO deal, was about more
than just a partnership. It demonstrated Constellation
Brands’ belief that marijuana has transformed into a
legitimate business. Next up: developing and marketing
cannabis-infused beverages when edibles and drinkables
are legalized in October 2019.

As Canadian firms hustle to go to
market in a new legal landscape,
they’re also keeping an ear out for
acquisition calls… and for the offer
of capital and seasoned talent from
other industries.
More recently, Anheuser-Busch InBev and Nanaimo, B.C.based cannabis producer Tilray announced a $100 million
joint venture to research various infused beverages, and
they plan to bring products to market by late 2019. Having
earlier balked at the infused-beverage idea, AnheuserBusch announced its belief that Tilray’s “superior branding
could be the key to a successful beverage line in Canada,”
according to the Motley Fool story.
And by ‘Canada’ we know they mean “any country that
has legalized it.”
Coca-Cola is also expected to make a big investment in
cannabis—rumours swirled last year that it was preparing
to swallow Edmonton-based Aurora Cannabis.
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BIG PHARMA IS NEXT
It’s clear from Resonance research that Canadian
consumers have decided, even before science fully
has, that cannabis is an effective way to fulfil a
variety of needs, from enhancing sleep to relieving
pain—roles that have traditionally been fulfilled by
alcohol and medicines.
The result is that alcohol and drug companies
are aggressively circling the opportunity, waiting
to pounce, so that cannabis doesn’t upend their
industries. After all, people are drinking less—of
both alcohol and soda—and cannabis is the biggest
thing to happen to booze since Prohibition ended.
Spiros Malandrakis, manager of research about the
alcohol industry at Euromonitor International, told
The Wall Street Journal that “a transition towards a
holistic, responsible intoxication model will be the
end game.”

Big Pharma hasn’t been sitting on the acquisition
sidelines either—not when there are plenty of
scientists who also recognize cannabis has pain-killing
capabilities. Marketwatch reports that in December
2018, Canadian cannabis producer Tilray announced
“a global supply and distribution partnership” with
Novartis AG, one of the world’s biggest Big Pharma
companies. Tilray will be able to distribute its cannabis
supply to around 35 countries that allow medical
marijuana. Tilray Chief Executive Brendan Kennedy
said, “Around the world, people are substituting
medical cannabis for traditional pharmaceutical
products. Medical cannabis is disrupting Big Pharma,
and Sandoz and Novartis are smart for being ahead.”

Cannabis is an effective way to
fulfil a variety of needs, from
enhancing sleep to relieving pain—
roles that have traditionally been
fulfilled by alcohol and medicines.

CANADA’S GLOBAL AMBITIONS
Canadian producers are now looking beyond Canada,
working to establish a presence in the lucrative U.S.
market where support for legalization continues to grow
(recreational cannabis is now legal in 10 states with
more on the way), and sales south of the border will
dwarf Canadian sales within months.
In January, Tilray announced that it had closed a
US$100 million deal with Authentic Brands Group—the
company behind fashion brands Juicy Couture, Nine
West and Aeropostale—to develop and sell co-branded
cannabis products. According to a Canadian Press
report, potential products include Nine West CBD
(Cannabidiol) foot cream and CBD-infused muscle
wraps sold under the tennis brand Prince, complete
with a logo reading ‘Powered by Tilray’.

0 2 C A N A D A’ S P OT O F G O L D
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PERCEIVED CANNABIS BENEFITS:
CANNABIS USERS VS. NON-USERS (STRONGLY AGREE/AGREE)

94%

91%

82%

67%

69%

Marijuana has long been used
to treat illnesses; now that it’s
legal, more people are able to
use it to feel better

The marijuana industry will
create new jobs for Canadians

84%

90%
56%

Marijuana is a substance that
many Canadians enjoy—it
makes sense to tax it and
regulate its use

74%

Legalizing marijuana will result
in improved quality control
and safety, reducing burdens
on our medical system
Base: General population (n=1,001)

60%

Tax revenues from
cannabis purchases will
benefit all Canadians

83%
52%

Marijuana should not be
compared to other drugs
(like cocaine or heroin)—its
legalization will not lead to
all drugs being available

57%
43%

Non-user

Current user

52%

Legalizing marijuana will
allow police/courts to focus
on other things, instead of
chasing/arresting marijuana
producers/traffickers

40%
25%

Legalizing marijuana will
decrease the gang violence
associated with the illegal
drug trade

22%

Legalizing marijuana for adults
will make it harder for children
to access the drug
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More than half of the nation’s
cannabis jobs are located in
Ontario, and 58% of those are
in production and cultivation.

CANADA DOESN’T HAVE TALENT
Of course the green rush needs salespeople, marketers,
scientists, engineers, programmers and drivers. Canada’s
cannabis hiring spree is on.

Sekandi notes that more than half of the nation’s
cannabis jobs are in Ontario, and 58% of those are in
production and cultivation.

Brian Sekandi, managing director at One Eight Nine
Search Inc. and founder of Careers Cannabis, an industry
recruiting firm, estimates that Canada had 10,400
cannabis-related jobs in 2018. He expects that number
to rise to 18,000 this year, then spike up to 25,000 in
2020. His long-term estimate hovers between 40,000
and 60,000.

He also warns that the country’s current 2,300 to
2,500 job vacancies will balloon as the industry “is
likely to continue to grow by double digits until 2022”
with growth estimates of between 16% and 30%
across North America.

As you’d expect, worker shortages plague the industry
as much as product shortages.
“Due to low unemployment in Canada… cannabis
firms will continue to struggle in 2019 and 2020 filling
open vacancies,” he says. “The majority of the 400plus cannabis companies in Canada have a low brand
recognition among consumers and potential employees,
and cost related to employment acquisition and
retention will continue to rise in 2019 and 2020.”
He anticipates particularly acute demand in retail
positions in Ontario, following the legalization of
edible cannabis later in 2019, as well as “CBD and hemp
development in consumer products among non-cannabis
companies and traditional cannabis companies.”

Sekandi’s recommendations for cannabis companies
desperate for talent?
“Adopting of integrated talent acquisition programs
utilizing data and analytics to predict hiring trends,
along with development of talent-farming programs,
internal agency-model development… and employer
branding via social media, events, digital advertising
and thought leadership.”
All that while trying to keep up with product
demand and ensuring your edibles are outselling
the competition on store shelves? Well, no one said
drawing up a blueprint for the rest of the world was
going to be easy.

0 2 C A N A D A’ S P OT O F G O L D
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THE LEGA L R ECR E ATIONA L
C A NNA BIS STATE OF THE NATION
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The agreement and division in Canadian
sentiment, perception and expectations for
the nascent cannabis industry.
When we asked Canadians about their sentiments,
their consumption and their expectations around legal
cannabis in Canada, it was exactly two months after
our nation became the first G7 country to legalize it.
As a country well accustomed to both the production
and the use of cannabis medicinally and, in some
cities, openly and without prosecution, Canada’s
post-legalization landscape provides valuable and
often surprising citizen insight.
Other nations may be watching us, eager to follow
a proven blueprint as they prepare for their own
eventual legalization with its easy tax wins and red tape
reduction—but Canadians are also watching one
another. Who among us is using? Are we using more
now that it’s legal? Am I the only one paranoid that
my child might be tempted to try weed now that it’s
legit? Or that my child will find my stash?

THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS IN CANADA
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PAST-YEAR USAGE:
INCIDENCE IN THE GENERAL POPULATION

Monthly

Occasionally in past year

27%

21%

17%

16%

Consume any

Consume cannabis
(smoked or in any other
form) for recreational/
not medicinal reasons

Consume cannabis
(smoked or in any
other form) for
medicinal reasons

Consume cannabis
(smoked or in any other
form) and have an
alcohol drink together

5%

6%
2%

5%
3%

5%

2%

8%

10%

8%
3%

3%

8%

10%

15%

Weekly

13%
Consume CBD products
(cannabis compound
with no THC)

Base: General population (n=1,001)

WEED, THE PEOPLE
Who among us uses cannabis now that it’s legal?
Our research reveals that 27% of Canadian adults—
that’s more than 8 million people—consumed some
form of cannabis in 2018. Of this percentage, 84% have
consumed cannabis since legalization, which translates
to 23% of the general Canadian public.
Among the Canadians we surveyed who’ve used
cannabis in the past year, 70% consume the same
amount as pre-legalization, 16% now consume more
and 9% consume less. The final 5% have only started
consuming cannabis since legalization.
Cannabis use is growing quickly among Canadians.
Roughly one-third (32%) of Canadian adults are likely to
use any form—medicinal or recreational—of cannabis in
the next year. This is up from 27% just after legalization.
If this forecast bears out, it will represent more than
1.5 million new Canadian cannabis users.
But back to the 27% of us who, for whatever reason,
consumed a little ganja in 2018. Canadian cannabis
consumption is by far for recreational/non-medicinal

reasons—21% of Canadians use cannabis for nonmedicinal reasons. In fact, only 14% of cannabis users
we surveyed currently have medical prescriptions for
cannabis—something more likely among users aged 35+
(16% versus 10% among 18- to 34-year-olds).
Who are the Canadians most likely to consume cannabis
in the next 12 months? Not surprisingly, it’s the 18- to
34-year-olds (45%), with intent trending down for those
aged 35 to 54 (31%) and 55+ (24%).
With 34% of the province’s population planning to get
stoned in the coming year, British Columbians seem
determined to out-weed the rest of Canada (shocking,
we know), followed by residents of Ontario (33%),
Alberta (31%), Quebec (29%), and Saskatchewan/
Manitoba (28%).
Frequency of cannabis use among users (27% of all
Canadians) also skews towards ‘often,’ with 15% of
Canadians—approximately 4.5 million of us—consuming
cannabis at least once weekly. That’s followed by 8%
consuming occasionally (less than monthly), and 3%
consuming monthly.
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A FAVOURABLE PERCEPTION OF LEGALIZATION
The uptick in cannabis use reported by Canadians we
surveyed suggests a favourable response to legalization
in their country.

(79%) acknowledge that marijuana has long been used
to treat illnesses. Now that it’s legal, more people are
able to use it to feel better.

Among the general Canadian public, two-thirds support
marijuana legalization, while less than one third (30%)
oppose it. Younger Canadians are more likely to ‘strongly
support’ legalization. Not surprisingly, current users
are more likely to support cannabis legalization than
casual/lapsed users and non-users.

Canadians also feel the economy will improve as a
result of legalization, with 79% saying the cannabis
industry will create new jobs for Canadians. Also, 70% of
Canadians agree that “taxing the adult use of marijuana
will generate revenues that can be used to benefit all
residents.” And 69% agree with the statement that
“marijuana is a substance that many Canadians enjoy—
it makes sense to tax it and regulate its use.”

With respect to marijuana legalization, Resonance
Consultancy’s research partner Insights West has
been tracking support and opposition among British
Columbians since mid-2015. After dropping to a low of
63% in September 2018, support increased to 71% in
December 2018. We have cited this data here to give
some context to the strength of national support for
legalization shortly after it happened.
Canadians are also unified in their belief in the potential
health benefits of cannabis. Nearly eight in 10 Canadians

GENERAL PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR LEGALIZATION
Support

Oppose

69%

Again, 18- to 34-year-olds are more likely to agree that
the marijuana industry will create jobs, that legalizing
marijuana will allow police/courts to focus on other
things, and that legalizing marijuana will make it harder
for children to have access to the drug. Not surprisingly,
cannabis users are more likely than non-users to accept
the purported benefits.

GENERAL PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR LEGALIZATION:
B.C. TRACKING
90%

65%

64%

61%

80%

70%

60%

Total

Ages
18-34

Ages
35-54

Ages
55+

Jun
2015

67%

Sep
2015

Oct
2016

70% 70%

64%

50%

40%

30%

27%

Base: General population (n=1,001)

30%

33%

30%

Base: B.C. general population

Dec
2018

Oct
2017
Sep
2018

63%

71%
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PERCEIVED DRAWBACKS OF LEGALIZATION
AMONG THE GENERAL POPULATION
69%

21%

Marijuana legalization will impact
eligibility to cross into the USA

64%

42%

Those who are 18 years of age
and younger will have easier
access to marijuana

46%

43%

Marijuana legalization will lead to
increased risks for mental illnesses,
including psychosis (schizophrenia),
depression and anxiety

33%

66%

62%

32%

Marijuana is addictive – users can
develop dependence over time

50%

46%

Now that marijuana is legalized,
it will be more difficult to teach
children to stay away from drugs

42%

Strongly/Somewhat Disagree

28%

Even though marijuana is taxed,
there is no guarantee that the
revenues will benefit taxpayers

25%

The Canadian government
will mismanage the marijuana
distribution system

52%

Strongly/Somewhat Agree

54%

Marijuana is a gateway drug –
it may lead people to try other,
more dangerous drugs

66%

29%

Marijuana legalization will lead to
more cases of impaired driving

53%

41%

Marijuana legalization will have
negative workplace safety and/or
productivity implications

49%

46%

Legalizing marijuana will make it
more difficult to avoid second-hand
smoke or “contact highs”

41%

48%

Marijuana legalization will
lead to more long-term
negative health effects

55%

Legalization of marijuana will have a
negative agricultural impact as more land
will be utilized for cannabis cultivation at
the detriment of food crops

Base: General population (n=1,001)
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KIDS AT RISK

CAUSES FOR CONCERN

Concern for our kids has Canadians particularly
divided. Exactly half of Canadians agreed that “Now
that marijuana is legalized, it will be more difficult to
teach children to stay away from drugs,” while 46%
disagreed. Canadians aged 55+ are more likely to
agree that it will be more difficult to teach children to
stay away from drugs (58%) compared to those aged
18 – 34 (40%). Older Canadians (55%) are also more
concerned that legalizing marijuana will make it more
difficult to avoid second-hand smoke/contact highs.
Only 44% of 18- to 34-year-olds share their concern.

Canadians aren’t cheerleading legalization without
a few reservations. When asked about the main
drawbacks of cannabis legalization, more than
two-thirds (69%) agree that it will impact eligibility
to cross into the U.S., while 66% aren’t convinced
that cannabis revenues will benefit taxpayers—the
same percentage that believe we’ll see more cases
of impaired driving.
Older Canadians are more likely to agree that
cannabis legalization will impact eligibility to cross
into the U.S. (74% vs. 58% of 18- to 34-year-olds),
that there’s no guarantee revenues will benefit
taxpayers (73% vs. 54%), that it will lead to more
cases of impaired driving (74% vs. 58%), and that
it will have negative workplace safety/productivity
implications (60% vs. 46%).
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GENDER

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
General population (n=1,001)

Cannabis users (n=1,500)

Cannabis users (n=1,500)

% $100K OR M
O
33

M
AL E

EM

From uptake among Canadian women to the
multitudes getting into—or diversifying—
cannabis usage, Canadians are busting
myths just a few months after legalization.
The stoner stereotype is a hard one to dispel. But
Canadians who use cannabis increasingly mirror the
general population and—as this exclusive research
demonstrates—they are demanding accountability
from an industry.
Pot is rife with opportunity, and not just for the nowlegal growers and sellers. For the makers and shapers of
popular culture, for comedians and for writers, pot offers
other riches—a deep well of puns and one-liners… and
an enduring comedic stereotype: the stoner. But like
everything else in the canna-verse, that too is changing.
And we have the data to prove it.
The pot user has been maligned for decades. Yes, we’ve
come a long way in the half-century since Reefer Madness,
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N
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26 % L E S S T H A

$5

5 1%
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100
K
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31% $100K OR

MA

49

%

General population (n=1,001)

$ 50 TO

the film that described pot as “the burning weed with its
roots in hell” and its smokers as “enslaved” and prone
to “debauchery, violence, murder and suicide,” or simply
“hopeless insanity.”
But popular perceptions of the stoner (think ‘The Dude’
in The Big Lebowski) persist.
Emma Teitel of The Toronto Star cites among the
cinematic archetypes: Jeff Spicoli (Fast Times at
Ridgemont High), Cheech and Chong, Harold and Kumar,
Jay and Silent Bob, and the Trailer Park Boys.
But the image of the stoner stereotype, along with the
stereotypical image of pot itself, is going up in smoke.
As Teitel puts it, “With the hurried commercialization
of cannabis and the substance’s transformation from
‘gateway drug’ to ‘wellness drug,’ the stoner of our
imagination will transform, too: from hopeless, hungry
slacker to health-conscious, law-abiding citizen.”
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AGE

LIFE STAGE

General population (n=1,001)

General population (n=1,001)

Cannabis users (n=1,500)

Cannabis users (n=1,500)

39%

YOUNG
SINGLE/COUPLE

33%
42%

OLDER
SINGLE/COUPLE

30%
32%

FAMILY

39%
34%

35%

27%

18 – 34

31%
21%

26%

35 – 54

55+
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REASONS FOR CANNABIS USE BY CANADIANS
36%

91%

41%

Rarely

17%

37%

11%

To relax
32%

82%

37%

14%

To relieve stress
30%

77%

30%

17%

To help me sleep
26%

74%

65%

39%

Occasionally

For fun/recreational

89%

66%

Regularly

29%

19%

To reduce anxiety
16%

30%

20%

To help me escape
28%

22%

14%

To provide relief for a medical illness/condition

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

MARIJUANA MAINSTREAM
The data from our survey bears this out: 55% of cannabis
users are male, which confirms the stereotype, but 44%
are female—quite different from the dominant image.
Users of both recreational and medicinal cannabis also
run the gamut in age. While 18- to 34-year-olds make
up 27% of the general population, 39% of this group are
cannabis users. But older men and women surprise:
35- to 54-year-olds make up 34% of the population, and
35% of them consume cannabis; and while 39% of the
Canadian population is 55+, a little more than one in
four (26%) are cannabis users.
Unsurprisingly, the largest group of cannabis users
are younger adults (those aged 18 – 34)—33% of whom
use cannabis, compared to 22% of 35- to 54-year-olds.
A full quarter of 18- to 34-year-old cannabis users get
high while also drinking alcohol, while 16% of 35- to
54-year-old users combine the two intoxicants.
The annual income of Canadian cannabis consumers is
even more interesting. Thirty percent of users earn less
than $50,000—not far off the proportional size (26% of

the general population). Additionally, according to our
research, 39% of cannabis users earn between $50,000
and $100,000, again pretty closely mirroring the general
population (41%).
The highest-earning cannabis consumers pretty much
reflect the Canadian populace too, with 31% earning
$100,000 or more—a demographic that makes up 33%
of the general population.
But here’s where users decidedly shed the basement
rec room stereotype: only 5% of users live rent-free with
their parents, and only 1% live in mobile homes.
In fact, 53% of users own their own homes (while 42%
rent), 52% of whom own single detached homes.
Even among those who shape popular culture, this
cannabis-user reality is making heads spin the way a
deep toke of purple kush will. While they ponder the
matter, they’ll want to consider this as well: the ‘getting
high’ part of cannabis (read: recreation) is only part of
the story.
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REASONS FOR CANNABIS USE BY CANADIANS, BY AGE
66%

79%

76%

74%

79%

Ages 18 - 34

62%

70%

Ages 35 - 54

56%

Ages 55+

60%

79%

69%

75%

81%

72%

62%

For fun/recreational

To relax

To relieve stress

To help me sleep

52%

56%

38%

55%

50%

58%

60%

41%

46%

50%

57%

47%

55%

To reduce anxiety

To help me escape

To provide relief for a
medical illness/condition

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

WHY CANADIANS PARTAKE
Surprisingly, fun and recreation (74%) are secondary to
relaxation (79%) though some might argue that relaxing
is a kind of recreation. Relieving stress (69%) and aiding
sleep (60%) are other common uses. More than half of
users (55%) regularly/occasionally consume cannabis
to reduce anxiety, while half use it to provide relief for
a medical illness/condition, and 46% use cannabis to
‘help them escape’.
Recreational use is concentrated among the young and
young-ish: 79% of 18- to 34-year-olds and 75% of 35- to
54-year-olds indulge recreationally. Still, 66% of the
55+ cannabis crowd also do it for fun. Hardly surprising,
though: this generation came of age during the hippie
movement. It’s likely that some never left the light-ups
behind.
When we asked Canada’s West Coasters about
motivation for using, recreation is the top reason (78%).
(Notably, British Columbians use with more frequency
and for more reasons than those in most other provinces.)

In using pot primarily for recreation, B.C. folks are
followed closely by those in Quebec (76%) and
Ontario (74%).
Stress relief is also a big driver of cannabis use among
Canadians. Between that, better sleep and relief for a
range of medical conditions, it’s hardly surprising that
cannabis has made a name for itself as a ‘wellness’
product (more on that in chapter 10). This is a popular
perception, in fact—particularly compared to liquor,
the other legal drug.
Our results show that 63% of those who use for
recreational and medicinal reasons think that
cannabis is less unhealthy than alcohol and has
fewer side effects; 57% say it’s less addictive and
54% say it makes you feel better than booze.
On virtually every question in our survey, the outliers
are the residents of Quebec (but then again, show
us a national survey where les Quebecois aren’t):
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Quebecois are also comparatively
unconcerned about the evils of
alcohol compared to other Canadians.
while Quebec residents use cannabis mostly for
recreation (76%) and relaxation (77%), only 48% use it to
reduce anxiety (compared to 60% in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba and 58% in B.C.) and 50% use it as a sleep
aid (compared to 63% in both B.C. and Alberta).
Quebecois are also comparatively unconcerned about
the evils of alcohol compared to other Canadians: for
example, only 40% say cannabis is less harmful than
alcohol, compared to 71% in Alberta. Additionally, 42%
of Quebec cannabis users say cannabis is less addictive
than alcohol, compared to 61% in Ontario. And 35% say
cannabis has fewer side effects than alcohol, compared
to a whopping 81% in Saskatchewan/Manitoba.
(Note to cannabis producers: If we’re going to start
rolling out edibles, drinkables and other products to
supplant social liquor imbibing, the Prairies may offer
some quick wins.)

THE SCIENCE NEEDS TO
CATCH UP TO THE HYPE
Interestingly, there’s little hard evidence that cannabis
does what anyone thinks it does… not that that has
stopped anyone from using it. Nor has it stopped a
plethora of new products from flooding the market
(more about that in chapter 10). In fact, we may well be
in the golden age for cannabis: it’s gone from the devil’s
lettuce to a wellness product—from being the escape
of choice for degenerates to a tool of the creative class.
And it’s legal—with very little in the way of scientific
proof of its effects.
Users can test an illegal product and gather the
anecdotal results, but science can’t research it -until
now. So, the race is on for science to catch up. The
cannabis genome was recently sequenced by Jonathan
Page of British Columbia’s Anandia Labs, now part of
Aurora Cannabis. It’s a key first step in establishing
Canada as a global leader in cannabis research, says
Amanda Siebert in The New York Times. In fact, millions

are being poured into research to answer fundamental
questions about the impacts of cannabis use on
pregnant women, drivers, teenagers and much
more. Canopy Growth is funding a Professorship of
Cannabis Science at the University of British Columbia
to research the role of cannabis in addressing the
opioid overdose crisis. In fact, the opportunities are as
vast for researchers as they are for product creators.
“From botanists to phytochemists, microbiologists
to epidemiologists, scientists of all sorts are free
to openly pursue a greater quantity and quality of
cannabis science than ever before,” says Siebert.
Philippe Lucas, head of research for the Canadian
producer Tilray, which exports to 10 countries, told
the Times that “Canada has become the de facto
source of research-grade cannabis around the world.”
One hundred years after pot prohibition, that’s a
reputation worth cultivating.
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CANADIAN SENTIMENT OF CANNABIS
VS. ALCOHOL: BY REGION

Healthier/Less unhealthy
Has fewer side effects
Less addictive
Makes you feel better

British Columbia

Saskatchewan/Manitoba
70%

76%

40%

69%

81%

35%

60%

66%

42%

52%

68%

38%

Alberta

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

Quebec

Other

Ontario
71%

68%

72%

76%

65%

85%

65%

61%

61%

59%

57%

65%
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Cannabis users have a bounty of products
and ingestion methods available to them
in a newly legalized environment. So
what’s their preferred way to get a high?
And what opportunities do producers have
to differentiate?
Canada’s reputation as a weed-friendly nation is
only going to grow following legalization, as will the
frequency with which we consume marijuana and
the methods by which we do so. Since cannabis use
became legal here, 16% of users have increased their
consumption, and the number of first-timers

THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS IN CANADA

(5% of users) is rising like pungent smoke over the
quickly changing landscape. More than eight in 10
people who smoked before legalization have
consumed cannabis since.
When the numbers are crunched, 23% of the general
Canadian public was already getting high before it was
cool with the law. Also, 35% of users aged 18 – 34 use
cannabis weekly, with higher rates among those in
British Columbia and Ontario (who just generally seem
to like marijuana more than the rest of Canada). Coast to
coast to coast, a full one-third of Canadians report they
are “likely” to light up in the future.
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THE JOINT STILL RULES

FORMS OF CANNABIS USED AMONG CANADIANS

Smoking—via the classic joint—is overwhelmingly the
favourite way for our survey respondents to consume
cannabis, with 68% choosing this method regularly
or occasionally, (blazing up a spliff is an even greater
preference among younger users).
Nationally, younger users are more likely to consume
all forms of cannabis with the exception of cannabis oil,
whose use is more or less equal across all age groups.
But smoking isn’t the only way to get high, and
Canadians are increasingly excited about new ways
to experience weed.

Regularly/Occasionally

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

68%
Smoke it/in a joint

36%
Eat it/in edibles

30%
Vape it

27%
Oil (capsules or drops)

10%
Drink it/in drinks

INCR-EDIBLE OPPORTUNITY

FUTURE FORMS OF USE
Definitely will

Definitely/Probably will (Total)

EDIBLES/CANNABIS
FOOD PRODUCTS
32%
58%

CANNABIS OIL
22%
44%
DRINKABLE/
CANNABIS IN DRINKS
13%
30%
Base: Cannabis consumers (n=1,500)

Of the non-smoking methods, Canadians are most
excited about edibles, which come in at second place
(36%) among cannabis-consumption methods. What
are edibles? These are THC (Tetrahydrocannabinol)and CBD-laced products that range from the traditional
weed brownie—which Martha Stewart famously baked
with hip hop and cannabis icon Snoop Dogg—to
gummies, the colourful, wildly popular gelatin treats
that attract controversy for their uncanny resemblance
to candy. It doesn’t stop there: hard candies, sausages,
marshmallows, cookies, butters, chocolates, caramels,
honey and even extra-virgin olive oil all come with a
dose of THC and/or CBD. If you can eat it, someone,
somewhere, makes it with a little more love.
An edible high is body-focused, making it an attractive
choice for those suffering from pain, nausea, respiratory
disease or lack of appetite. On the down(er) side, edibles
are notoriously difficult to dose accurately, leading to
many comical/terrifying stories of overdose-induced
paranoia and other extreme reactions. This difficulty is
one of the reasons edibles were not legalized alongside
flowered marijuana in 2018. To be clear: edibles are still
illegal under Canadian law.
However, the Second Coming of cannabis legalization is
looming and, by October 2019, users are expected to be
able to (finally) munch marijuana legally. But don’t eat
that gummy in celebration just yet; there’s a lot of work
to do before edibles hit the shelves.
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In the January 2019 issue of Maclean’s, Kyle Edwards
paints a complex picture: “As it stands now, only
manufacturers with a licence from Health Canada
would be allowed to make and bake edibles.” In
addition, each business would require permission from
its province to sell these edible cannabis products.
The obstacles don’t end there. Jo Vos, managing
director of Leafly Canada, tells Maclean’s that
legalization of edibles will require amendments to
other pieces of legislation including the Food and
Drugs Act, the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act
and the Cannabis Act itself.
However the transition is handled, Canada’s more
casual cannabis users are excited. As opposed to regular
users who still prefer to smoke, occasional users and
dabblers show an equal preference for edibles and
smoking. Consider that 58% of cannabis users are
likely to consume edibles in the future and you begin to
understand why the second wave of legalization has the
industry preparing for another tsunami of demand.

VAPE EXPECTATIONS
Number three on the list of Canadians’ favourite ways
to get high is vaping cannabis (inhaling the heated
vapour of either the legal ‘dry herb’ or the still-illegal
liquid concentrates), with 46% of those surveyed citing
it as a preferred way to get high. This despite the fact
that vaping has been deemed a health risk by Health
Canada. In a CBC article from August 2018, Michael John
Milloy, research scientist at the British Columbia Centre
on Substance Use, and assistant professor at UBC, said
of the liquid extract used for vaping, “I think there are
concerns, in terms of psychosis, in terms of anxiety.”
Regardless, Canadians continue to vape, with B.C. and
Ontario showing high numbers of vapers compared to
the rest of the country. Meanwhile, nicotine vaping may
provide trends and insights into the future of cannabis
vaping, with technologies like dry-herb vaporizers and
concentrate pens—as well as the generally discreet
nature of vaping potentially fostering growth in this
category. Recent innovations in vaporizers mean
consumers have the choice of vaping dry herb, oil
concentrates or wax concentrates with an easy switch
of a chamber or tank on the device.
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OIL COUNTRY
After vaping, oil is the next most common method of
consuming cannabis: 27% of Canadians say they are
likely to try cannabis oil—which is legal, unlike edibles
and vaping liquid. Often suspended in coconut oil but
available in pure form as well, these orally consumed
THC products are sold in varying degrees of potency,
and they’re popular with home chefs who want to skirt
the law and create their own edibles (you can cook
with cannabis; you just can’t sell the result… yet). On
the subject of oils, it’s worth mentioning that research
from Alberta shows a fondness for monthly use of
CBD—a cannabis compound proven to have medical
benefits without the ‘high’ of THC.

A little-known way of getting high is by drinking
cannabis-infused beverages, ranging from beer to
‘virgin’ margaritas to THC soft drinks. According to our
research, 30% of users are likely to consume some form
of marijuana beverage in the next year, with younger
users showing greater interest than older.
The most compelling metric in our research may well
be this: 5% of today’s users only began consuming
cannabis after legalization. Canadian weed consumption
has existed in a grey area for decades. Which begs
the question: why did these one-in-20 users wait so
long to try it? Were they underage? Afraid of cultural
judgment? Maybe, just maybe, it was anxiety. If so, we
can recommend something for that.
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So just where are Canadians enjoying
cannabis? And what does it mean
for strata boards, city zoning and the
real estate industry?

Regular and occasional consumption of cannabis is
also prevalent outside in people’s yards or more remote
places where others are not typically around (60%),
at a party (56%), or in a friend’s or family member’s
home (55%).

When you consider that the top three reasons our
survey respondents use cannabis are for fun, to relax,
and to relieve stress, and that roughly three-quarters of
Canadian cannabis users consume it to help them sleep
or to reduce anxiety, it makes sense that seven in 10
regularly or occasionally do so in the comfort of their
own homes.

With legalization, negative perceptions of consuming
marijuana in the open are slowly softening. Chanel
Rousseau, owner of medical cannabis clinic The Green
Remedy based in Philadelphia, believes smoking weed
is going to continue to be the most popular form of
consumption. But she also thinks Canadians will want to
experiment—not just with how they consume cannabis
but where, too. “Smoking doesn’t work for everyone,”
she told Global News. “Not everyone likes it and it’s not
always ideal for someone’s lifestyle.”

Also unsurprising, given its popularity as a social
indulgence, two-thirds of survey respondents (67%)
said they regularly or occasionally consume cannabis
with friends. Mind you, it’s not a strong preference since
a full 63% report using it alone at least some of the time.

One-third of Canadians who participated in our survey
said they are likely to consume some form of cannabis
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USAGE SITUATIONS AND OCCASIONS

Occasionally

Rarely

47%

36%

37%

20%

24%

26%

24%

At a party

While alone

Outside in your yard/
more remote place

28%

With a family member

At concerts

Outside in a public
place where others
are around

7%

5%

6%
In a friend/family
member’s home

4%

18%

21%

12%

20%

22%

29%
12%

23%

15%

40%

In your own home

15%

12%
With friends

18%

25%

38%

44%
21%

23%

Regularly

While driving/in
a motor vehicle

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

Roughly half (53%) of cannabis
users tell us they would definitely or
probably visit a cafe or restaurant
where cannabis edibles or drinkables
are served.
in the next 12 months, with 18- to 34 year-olds being the
most likely. A whopping 73% of users who live in a condo
or apartment say they regularly or occasionally consume
cannabis at home. Roughly half (53%) of cannabis users
tell us they would definitely or probably visit a cafe or
restaurant where cannabis edibles or drinkables are served.
And exactly half of respondents say they would visit a
consumption establishment where they can try different
cannabis products or a cafe or restaurant where smoking
or vaping cannabis is permitted.
Trina Fraser, an Ottawa-based lawyer specializing in
cannabis law, believes Canada, like Amsterdam, has
the potential to become a global marijuana destination.

“It’s not a crazy idea. We’re just not there yet as we don’t
have consumption venues,” she said. “There is nowhere in
Canada where you can open a business where cannabis
can be consumed; that has yet to come.”
However, long before the recreational consumption of
cannabis became legal in Canada, authorities turned a
blind eye in cities like Vancouver and Toronto, to coffee
shops and dispensaries that allowed—encouraged,
even—getting high on the premises. Case in point:
Hot Box Cafe in Toronto’s Kensington Market. A beloved
institution since 2003, it’s “a place where stoners can
come and relax and meet like-minded individuals.” The
cafe’s owner, Abi Roach, says that every day about 200
people walk through the doors and that up to 50% of his
customers are tourists. “If you go to San Francisco they
have legalized lounges, so does Boston,” says Roach.
He believes regulation for pot cafes is around the corner.
“Eventually cannabis will be a product like any other,
there won’t be necessarily a cannabis shop but cannabis
will be part of our shopping routine.”
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LIKELY FUTURE CANNABIS TOURISM/ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES

53%

50%

50%

26%

Visiting a cafe or restaurant
where cannabis edibles/
drinkables are served

Visiting a “consumption place”
where you can try different
cannabis products (similar to
a tasting room for wine or
other alcohol)

24%

Staying in a hotel where
smoking/vaping cannabis
is permitted

Definitely/Probably would (Total)

47%
24%

25%

27%

45%

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

Definitely would

Visiting a cafe or restaurant
where smoking/vaping
cannabis is permitted

Visiting a cannabis growing/
manufacturing facility to do a tour
and to try the product (similar to
a winery or brewery tour)

25%

25%
13%

Choosing a vacation destination
in order to visit cannabis
growing/manufacturing
facilities and tasting rooms

13%

Leasing/buying/renting a condo/
apartment/townhouse that has
dedicated cannabis smoking/
vaping lounges
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73% of cannabis users who live
in a condo/apartment regularly/
occasionally consume cannabis
in their own homes.

Another Toronto-based retailer that hopes to cash in on
the new wave of customers is Tokyo Smokes. Like many
other dispensaries around the country, its idea is to
marry artisanal coffee with a carefully curated selection
of smoking products that allow visitors to develop their
perfect session. The company has expanded its presence
beyond Toronto with one shop in Calgary and others in
the works for Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal and Regina.
Although weed is legal across Canada, the provinces
and territories can add their own restrictions as they see
fit. For example, in B.C. and Alberta you can consume
cannabis anywhere it’s legal to smoke tobacco, which
excludes cars, boats and places where children are
present, such as playgrounds and beaches. Manitoba
and Saskatchewan have completely banned smoking pot
in public, including sidewalks and patios—leaving only
your private residence as an option. In Quebec, cities are
preparing to ban pot in all public places and universities.
With so many limitations, it’s not surprising that 25% of
Canadian cannabis consumers surveyed told us they
might consider leasing, buying or renting a residence with
dedicated cannabis smoking or vaping spaces onsite.

While Canadians are allowed to grow up to four
cannabis plants in their homes for personal use, many
condo owners are voicing concerns. B.C., for example,
is home to 30,000 strata councils, and lawyers that
specialize in strata law are being bombarded with
questions about how to handle legalization. When it
comes to smoke, strata lawyer Paul Mendes says that
councils don’t necessarily need to enact specific bylaws
since most already have nuisance rules covering the
likes of “cigarette smoke, marijuana smoke, cooking
smells, garbage smells, [and] excessive noise.”
While our study shows that the most popular form of
cannabis consumption is smoking it in a joint (68%),
users will have to find alternatives given that many
stratas already have no-smoking bylaws in place.
Thirty-six percent of users told us that edibles are their
second choice after smoking. Condo dwellers keen to
use cannabis might have to change their habits if they
plan to continue consuming it at home.
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Canadian marketers are jonesing to brand
a budding industry and cultivate consumer
loyalty from scratch.
But Canadian regulators have other ideas, and regulatory
foot-dragging could cost Canada its first-mover advantage
once U.S. brands activate their marketing machines.
Recreational cannabis is poised to become a marketing
powerhouse—an entirely new category boasting deeppocketed entrants, broad consumer appeal and attributes
perfectly aligned with fun, irreverent advertising.
But Health Canada quickly quashed any ideas cannabis
marketers may have had about birthing a descendent of
Molson Canadian’s iconic “Rant” ads or the pot industry’s
own “Buds Mackenzie” double-entendre mascot. Some
say the feds have taken the wheee! out of weed.
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“Most tools that a typical marketer would have in their
toolkit don’t exist [for the cannabis industry],” says
David Pullara, chief marketing officer with the Hill Street
Beverage Company—set to introduce cannabis-infused
beer and wine when edible cannabis becomes legal.
Among its stipulations, Canada’s Cannabis Act prohibits
licensed producers from using marketing that evokes “a
way of life such as one that includes glamour, recreation,
excitement, vitality, risk or daring.” All of these, of course,
are hallmarks of alcohol advertising—also prohibited.
The result has been a muted reaction from cannabis
marketers. Drafting and implementing marketing
parameters for a controlled substance, particularly one
whose recreational use had been illegal since 1923, is no
simple task. (Medical cannabis has been legal in Canada
since 2001 under the Access to Cannabis for Medical
Purposes Regulations, or ACMPR.)

Among its stipulations, Canada’s
Cannabis Act prohibits licensed
producers from using marketing
that evokes “a way of life such as one
that includes glamour, recreation,
excitement, vitality, risk or daring.”
In light of the relatively hands-off approach to
marketing Canada’s alcoholic beverage industry—
which enjoys largely unfettered access to all major
advertising channels—the Cannabis Act’s strict
rules seem disproportionately stringent.
Resonance Consultancy research shows that Canadian
cannabis users generally have a more favourable view
of cannabis than alcohol. But while cannabis shares
many characteristics with alcohol, its traditional form
of ingestion—smoking—appears to have been a key
determinant in how Health Canada drew up its
marketing regulations.
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CANNABIS CAN’T ESCAPE
TOBACCO’S LONG SHADOW
In addition to closing off many marketing channels, the
Cannabis Act stipulates that vendors must sell cannabis
products in nondescript packaging and prominent health
warnings. Sound familiar? The provisions are nearly
identical to those of the Tobacco Act.

Cannabis marketers find themselves forced to
thread the needle. But while their maneuverability
may be limited, marketers can find inspiration in
tobacco companies’ expertise at exploiting even the
smallest loophole.

But just how analogous is cannabis to tobacco, particularly
when edibles—which bear zero resemblance—become
legal later this year? The disconnect between the two is
even more glaring in light of the court-recognized medical
benefits of cannabis. Chief among them: relief from
chronic pain and from the nausea and appetite loss
due to chemotherapy.

When Parliament passed Bill C-51 (The Tobacco
Products Control Act) in 1988, for example, one of its
stipulations was that sponsorship advertising would be
permitted only for corporate names, not brand names
(a decision that ruled out event names such as the du
Maurier Jazz Festival). Tobacco companies responded
by incorporating brand names into event names (e.g.,
du Maurier Jazz Ltd.) to circumvent the laws.

Tobacco’s regulations evolved over decades, often
accompanied by a lengthy court battle; the Cannabis
Act’s marketing clampdown, on the other hand, has
been nearly absolute from the start.
“[The Cannabis Act] begins by prohibiting all promotion
activities, and then provides exceptions to the blanket
prohibition,” said the Canadian Marketing Association
in its Permitted Cannabis Marketing Activities Guide
issued in 2018. It is only within those narrow exceptions
that cannabis companies may operate their marketing
machinery.

Cannabis companies are being similarly ingenious
in their attempts to operate within what the law. By
making use of a far more sophisticated assortment of
digital marketing tools, they are engaging in a game of
‘regulatory chicken,’ frequently bumping up against the
limits of what is permitted.
According to a 2018 report in The Guardian, for example,
Royal Canadian Cannabis is hoping to get around the
plain packaging restrictions by using augmented reality
technology to project digital overlays of information on
the packaging when viewed through a smartphone.
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“On its face, it’s abiding by the regulations, but when you
look at it through a smartphone, this kind of changes it,”
lawyer Amanda Branch told The Guardian. “Does that still
comply? It’s a very interesting space.”
And while the Cannabis Act forbids celebrity endorsements,
several companies have brought high-profile musicians
and actors on board as investors and strategic partners—
and with social media making it nearly impossible to keep
celebrity secrets, it’s pretty likely celebrity affiliations will
look like de facto endorsements to anyone paying attention.
One of those is Moncton-based Organigram, which
announced a strategic partnership with fellow Maritimers
The Trailer Park Boys to produce a line of products under
the name Trailer Park Buds. The Tragically Hip, meanwhile,
acquired a reported 5.4% stake in cannabis producer
Newstrike, whose brand Up Cannabis promptly introduced
five weed strains inspired by Hip songs including “50”,
“Grace” and “Meridian”.
The publicly traded cannabis companies have been able
to position these relationships as shareholder updates,
issuing press releases that conform to the rules of the
Cannabis Act. It’s a tactic that allows them to benefit from
the accompanying mainstream media coverage, although
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whether these partnerships will work as
long-term marketing strategies is yet to be seen.
Health Canada has already reprimanded several
companies for producing ads that failed to comply
with its regulations. The consequences for repeat
offenders are significant—fines of up to $5 million and
three years in jail—but many seem willing to accept
the risks for a chance to build brand identity and
boost their bottom line.
“I think companies are going to take a lot of risks and ask
for forgiveness later,” David Sutton, president of the U.S.
biotech company NanoSphere Health Sciences, told
The Ottawa Citizen. “You have to look at the opportunity
cost. If you toe the line, you may be 100% compliant
[with the law] but you may be zero percent profitable.”
Early indicators suggest the Cannabis Act has thwarted
most attempts at brand-building. According to a
2018 report from GMP Securities, more than 95%
of consumers buying cannabis on the first day of
legalization had no awareness of the brands they had
just purchased. “This raises questions about the large
sums of money spent by some licensed producers to
launch their brands,” wrote GMP analyst Martin Landry.
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WHAT DO CONSUMERS WANT?
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Lost among all the debate about what constitutes
appropriate cannabis marketing is what the consumer
expects or wants to see. Resonance Consultancy
research found that more than two-thirds (68%) of
cannabis users support legal restrictions on cannabis
marketing, rising to 72% among users 55+. Canadians
may be broadly accepting of legalization—two-thirds
of the population is in favour—but they don’t want it to
become the wild weedy west.
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32%

Cannabis marketers like Hill Street Beverages’ Pullara
contend that the Cannabis Act is too focused on the
promotional aspect of marketing while overlooking
another of its key aims: education.

S
68 %
Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)
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Our research also bears this out: 56% of cannabis
users saying that having enough information about the
product is very important. That ranks fourth in terms of
purchase drivers, behind a high-quality product (84%),
product freshness (70%) and an easy/convenient
shopping experience (63%).
Cannabis users understand that companies are
prohibited from practising the mass marketing
that typically accompanies a new product launch.
Nearly 90% say they’re ‘aware’ of the restrictions on
advertising and packaging, 60% of whom say they
are ‘very or somewhat familiar’.

Canadians may be broadly
accepting of legalization—
two-thirds of the population is in
favour—but they don’t want it to
become the wild weedy west.
But the numbers also suggest the regulations could be
preventing cannabis brands from growing their customer
base. That represents approximately 1.5 million more
cannabis users this year over last. Many will have little
or no knowledge of the country’s more than 75 licensed
producers and their products. It’s a cannabis conundrum,
with no immediate solution in sight.
There are approximately 1.5 million more cannabis users
this year compared to last. Many will have little or no
knowledge of the country’s 75-plus licensed producers
and their products.
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Where and how Canadians purchase
cannabis is just as important as what
they buy.
Cannabis sales were predictably huge in the
immediate wake of legalization: Statistics Canada
reports that legal pot sales totalled $43 million in the
first two weeks alone. But while more than half (59%)
of the people we surveyed indicated that their overall
buying experience was either good or excellent, the
initial enthusiasm surrounding legalization has been
somewhat dampened by a chronic supply shortage.
The shortages in the early days of legalization
were severe enough to lead Quebec’s governmentcontrolled retailer, the Société Québécoise du
Cannabis, to limit store openings to four days a
week, while the Alberta government said it would
temporarily stop issuing new retail licences until
supply issues were resolved.
These issues will no doubt resolve themselves once
licensed producers reach growing capacity and
secure additional distribution channels—although
those channels will continue to take different shapes
depending on the region.

INCONSISTENT NATIONWIDE
SALES TACTICS
The sales and distribution channels for cannabis
currently represent a hodgepodge of approaches.
Saskatchewan and Manitoba, for example, have turned
sales over to the private sector, while Alberta offers a
combination of private retail and a government-run
online store.
In Ontario, sales were initially supposed to be
handled by the Liquor Control Board of Ontario,
until Premier Doug Ford’s newly elected Progressive
Conservative government announced in August 2018
that it was scrapping the plan that would have seen
the government operate 150 bricks-and-mortar
stores by 2020.
In provinces where private retail sales are permitted,
licensed producers are scrambling to partner with
retailers with existing operations and local expertise.
National Access Cannabis Corp.—the largest private
cannabis retailer in the country, with 17 stores
operating under the Newleaf and META banners—has
partnered with the Second Cup coffee chain, which
plans to convert locations in Ontario and Alberta into
pot shops. The company intends to open 150 stores
by the end of 2019, subject to licence approval.
Similarly, FSD Pharma invested $1.3 million to acquire
nearly 10% of Toronto-based cannabis retailer Huge
Shops, which has a deal in place with Chairman’s
Brands to convert at least 10 of its Ontario Coffee Time
locations into cannabis shops.
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PERFORMANCE GRID FOR OVERALL CANNABIS PURCHASE EXPERIENCE
KEY WEAKNESS

KEY STRENGTH

IMPORTANCE

4

2

Less

1

3

LATENT WEAKNESS
Low

6
5

7
8

LATENT STRENGTH
PERFORMANCE

High

1

Low prices

2

Enough product being available

3

A wide variety of different
strains being available

4

Shopping experience
being easy/convenient

5

Staff selling the product are
knowledgeable

6

Enough information being
provided about the product

7

Product being fresh

8

Product being of high quality
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RETAIL IS ‘CRITICALLY IMPORTANT’
Rebecca Brown, founder of Toronto cannabis advertising
agency Crowns Creative, says that partnerships like
these represent both a real estate play and an attempt
to obtain operational knowledge by producers, while
enabling them to establish their brand identity in a
heavily regulated marketing environment.
“Retail is going to be critically important,” she says.
“The in-store experience is a much easier way to create
affinity and emotion with the customer, [which means]
retail brands have a clearer path to brand-building.”

Canadian producers are also working to establish a
footprint in the lucrative market, where support for
legalization continues to grow (recreational cannabis is
now legal in 10 states with more likely on the way) and
sales will dwarf Canada’s.
In January, Nanaimo, B.C.-based producer Tilray
announced that it had closed a US$100 million deal
with Authentic Brands Group—the company behind
Juicy Couture, Nine West and Aeropostale—to develop
and sell co-branded cannabis products.

Early indications are that cannabis users would be
comfortable imbibing in public, with a slight majority
(53%) of our survey respondents indicating they would
definitely or probably visit a cafe or restaurant where
cannabis edibles/drinkables are served, visit a location
where they can try various cannabis products (50%),
or visit a cafe or restaurant where smoking/vaping
is permitted.

Brown says that endeavours such as the Tilray/Authentic
Brands partnership will help cannabis brands hone their
Canadian retail strategies. “There’s no way there won’t be
information spill over the border,” she says.

PURCHASE CHANNEL CURRENTLY USED

PREFERRED CHANNEL

N
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23

%
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16%

11%
17%
15%
Online from a government-run retail store
10%
24%
16%
From a government-run retail store

S T OR

E

13%
18%
13%
Online from a privately-run retail store

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)
Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)
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43%

11%
21%
From a privately-run retail store

8 % NO
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44%

18%

CE

4

7%

44%

12%
24%
From a friend/family member

OP

RE

EN
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2

48%

19%

INE
ONL

54%

16%
19%
From a dealer/black market

3%

54%

But even when Canadian retail channels are fully
operational, it’s expected that illegal sales will continue
to be a major market force. According to a Reuters report
quoting cannabis investors, researchers, policy analysts
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and government data, a “thriving black market” will
be the biggest obstacle to regulated sales, hampered
by shortages and high costs.
“Many buyers of illegal pot will have little incentive
to switch to legal weed, which is expected to be
more expensive and less available because of strict
regulations on sales,” the report noted.
According to our survey, more than one-third of
cannabis users regularly or occasionally purchase
cannabis from a friend or family member (36%) or a
dealer/black market source (35%), with slightly less
than one-third saying they regularly or occasionally
purchase from a privately run retail store (32%).
And less than three in 10 users with governmentrun stores in their province regularly or occasionally
purchase online (28%) or in person (27%) from those
stores. Sentiment among past-year users seems to

STATED CANNABIS PURCHASE DRIVERS
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More than one-third of cannabis
users regularly or occasionally
purchase cannabis from a friend
or family member (36%) or a
dealer/black market source
(35%), with slightly less than
one-third saying they regularly
or occasionally purchase from a
privately run retail store (32%).
favour bricks-and-mortar stores (47%) over online
(23%), while around a quarter of respondents (23%)
have no preference. The opportunity is obviously
there. But competition from the black market can’t
be ignored, even post-legalization.

SATISFACTION WITH CANNABIS PURCHASE EXPERIENCE

Very Important

Excellent

84%
Product being high quality

24%

23%

53%
Low prices

48%

Product being fresh

63%
Shopping experience being easy/convenient

46%

Product being high quality

70%
Product being fresh

Good

22%

45%

Enough information being provided about the product
24%

41%

Staff selling the product are knowledgeable
56%

Enough information being provided about the product
54%
Staff selling the product are knowledgeable
49%
A wide variety of different strains being available
Base: Purchasers of cannabis

22%

38%

Shopping experience being easy/convenient
18%

36%

A wide variety of different strains being available
13%

26%

Enough product being available
9%

25%

Low prices
Base: Cannabis retail purchasers
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Tourism is already the world’s fastest-growing
industry. Canadian—and global—curiosity
about travelling for weed will boost growth
here in Canada even more.
On October 17, 2018, Canada made history by becoming
the second country (after Uruguay—of course!) to legalize
the recreational possession, growth and use of cannabis.
According to Sean Roby, founder and CEO of Coloradobased Bud and Breakfast—a company that connects pot
enthusiasts with lodging and curated travel experiences
in Canada, the U.S. and other destinations around the
globe—Canadians have been quietly welcoming weedsmoking tourists for years. And now, Roby is confident that
‘canna-tourism’ is poised to become a multi-billion-dollar
industry—one that features CBD-infused spa treatments,
pot-themed museums and wedding venues, pot tasting
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tours and yoga retreats, and just about anything
else ganja-preneurs can hash out in a business plan.
In fact, global accounting firm Deloitte predicts that
Canadians will spend $7 billion on marijuana and related
products in 2019, and industry experts like Shaman
Ferraro, CEO of cannabis tourism guide Gocanna,
believe that the country should expect a boom in
tourism as a result of legalization—as much as $2 billion
annually within a few short years.
Evidence suggests that cannabis will spark a bold
new tourism segment. Wine and weed tours are
hopping in California, one of 10 U.S. states that has
legalized marijuana consumption. The demand for a
Rocky Mountain high in Colorado, where recreational
marijuana was legalized in 2012, has soared more
than 50% since 2014.

JUST HOW HIGH CAN WE GO?
No amount of smoke can obscure the figures from
across the pond in Amsterdam, where, according to city
officials, some 18 million tourists visited last year, with
25% to 30% targeting the Dutch cannabis coffeeshop
experience. Spain is another European destination
that quietly embraced cannabis culture with dedicated
pot clubs and museums: Barcelona leads the way as
a popular ‘weekend break’ destination for European
weed enthusiasts.
One Canadian city that’s enjoyed a reputation for being
weed-friendly since long before legalization is Vancouver.
For years, authorities have turned a blind eye to the
rising number of illegal dispensaries and cafes where
cannabis is smoked openly. It’s no surprise the liberal,
green, hipster metropolis is known in some circles as
“Vansterdam.”
However, Toronto may be the Canadian city destined
to be the next Amsterdam, at least according to Matt
Cronin, founder of Canadian High Tours. He says it’s all
about access: Toronto is “close to America and a short
flight from Britain, Germany, the Middle East and even
Africa. It’s a lot harder to get to Vancouver.” He adds that
while the cannabis industry is blossoming in Canada, it
seems to be waning in Amsterdam where, according to
The Economist, the Dutch government has been clamping
down on coffee shops (especially near schools) and
banning many from serving cannabis to tourists.
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TOURISM’S NEW MONEYED FRONTIER
In 2017, licensed marijuana retailers in the U.S. and
Canada reported combined sales of $9.7 billion,
according to The State of Legal Marijuana Markets, a
report by Arcview Market Research. That’s a 33% yearover-year increase, and Arcview predicts that the legal
cannabis market in the two countries will grow 28%
annually, reaching $24.5 billion by 2021.
South of the border in the state of Oregon, the 500plus licensed cannabis retailers are said to outnumber
Starbucks locations. And in Aspen, Colorado, cannabis
sales reached $11.3 million in 2017, surpassing alcohol
sales for the first time.
Think of it as visiting Napa Valley—but with weed
instead of wine. Colorado’s ‘green rush’ has turned out
to be a billion-dollar business of hydroponic agriculture
and artisanal dispensaries. Travel-oriented enterprises
have taken notice, creating tours and experiences—
stoner mountain treks, weed-friendly charter SUVs
and weed-paired dinners, for example—that cater to
curious visitors in the increasingly lucrative market of
cannabis. If there’s one assumption the emerging tourist
infrastructure operates under, it is, in the words of
Wiz Khalifa, “everything’s better when you’re high.”

LIKELY FUTURE CANNABIS TOURISM/ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES

53%

Visiting a cafe or restaurant
where cannabis edibles/
drinkables are served

45%
24%

Staying in a hotel where
smoking/vaping cannabis
is permitted

50%

50%

26%

Definitely would

47%

25%

27%

Visiting a “consumption place”
where you can try different
cannabis products (similar to
a tasting room for wine or
other alcohol)

Visiting a cafe or restaurant
where smoking/vaping
cannabis is permitted

25%

25%
13%

Choosing a vacation destination
in order to visit cannabis
growing/manufacturing
facilities and tasting rooms

Definitely/Probably would (Total)

24%

Visiting a cannabis growing/
manufacturing facility to do a tour
and to try the product (similar to
a winery or brewery tour)

13%

Leasing/buying/renting a condo/
apartment/townhouse that has
dedicated cannabis smoking/
vaping lounges

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)
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LIKELY FUTURE CANNABIS TOURISM/ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES
(DEFINITELY/PROBABLY WOULD)

Base: Cannabis users (n=1,500)

53%

Visiting a cafe or restaurant where cannabis
edibles/drinkables are served

50%

Visiting a “consumption place” where you can
try different cannabis products (similar to
a tasting room for wine or other alcohol)

50%

Visiting a cafe or restaurant where smoking/
vaping cannabis is permitted

47%

Visiting a cannabis growing/manufacturing
facility to do a tour and to try the product
(similar to a winery or brewery tour)

45%

Staying in a hotel where smoking/vaping
cannabis is permitted

25%

Choosing a vacation destination in order
to visit cannabis growing/manufacturing
facilities and tasting rooms

25%

Leasing/buying/renting a condo/apartment/
townhouse that has dedicated cannabis
smoking/vaping lounges

A LONG WAY TO GO FOR
TOURISM MARKETERS
While interest and business acumen may be there,
concrete support from the tourism industry has not yet
materialized. The prevailing strategy among American
destination marketing organizations (DMOs) is to inform,
not endorse. Indeed, DMO websites for cities like West
Hollywood, Las Vegas and Seattle feature FAQs about
cannabis consumption, and some list a few licensed
dispensaries—but not much else. “I don’t think there’s
anyone coming to Portland just for cannabis, because
it’s a relatively short transaction,” says Marcus Hibdon,
communications director for Travel Portland. “So we’re
focusing on all the other things you’re going to do before
or after going to a dispensary.”
Travel Portland is “still trying to figure out how much
promotion is necessary and how much the consumer
is able to figure out once they get here,” says Hibdon.
“We also try to make sure that we’re cognizant of where
the expertise lies”—namely, with dispensary owners and
employees, tour operators and other cannabis-centric
businesses.
As the first G7 country to legalize cannabis, Canada’s
national and provincial DMOs are themselves struggling

to figure out how to handle canna-tourism promotion.
“Canada is a big draw even without cannabis, as there are
amazing natural resources and amazing cities here,” says
Cronin. According to Neev Tapiero, a former dispensaryowner-turned tour operator, “The provincial and federal
tourism bureaus are completely unprepared for cannabis
tourism. There is no information available.” Tapiero’s
company, Canadian Kush Tours, offers packages that
include airport pickup, dispensary tours, extract classes,
cooking classes, growing classes and grow-room tours.
Andrew Hiscock, tourism development officer for
Legendary Coasts of Eastern Newfoundland, thinks the
country can benefit from canna-tourism. “I go for a walk
every night in Saint John’s and I can always smell it,” he
says. “So the scene is already evident. With the change in
legislation, you could say that coming to Newfoundland
will be the quickest way to get high if you fly from Europe.
It’s only around five hours from London.”
But international visitors are not the only source of
tourism dollars.
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A DORMANT DOMESTIC
TOURISM MARKET
Our study shows cannabis users having relatively high
interest in several cannabis social and entertainment
options. Roughly half of Canadian cannabis users
surveyed say they would definitely or probably visit a
cafe or restaurant where cannabis edibles/drinkables
are served (53%), while half of them say they would
visit a consumption place where users can try different
cannabis products or visit a cafe or restaurant where
smoking/vaping cannabis is permitted.
A quarter of Canadian cannabis users said they would
choose a vacation destination where they could visit
cannabis growing and manufacturing facilities and
tasting rooms.
“I expect that [cannabis] tour companies will drive to
places like Tweed [the vertically integrated cannabis
empire based in Smith Falls, Ontario] and take people
on a tour of the facility,” says Trina Fraser, an Ottawabased lawyer specializing in cannabis. “Then the tour
company can go to a retail store where people can
purchase weed, then take them back to Ottawa where
they can drop the tourists off at a cannabis-friendly
hotel. Then give them an educational program, like
cooking with cannabis.”

Is it merely coincidence that New York-based river cruise
company Le Boat just launched self-sail houseboating
tours in the nearby Rideau Canal? Given that the boats are
fortified with extra bumpers and cushions, we think not.
As The Globe and Mail’s Ian Brown noted in a story on
the revival of Smiths Falls in October 2018, “With time
and luck, the world will flock to Smiths Falls for weed
the way tourists travel to Dublin for Guinness and
Vienna for pastries.”
Trips like this are what Canadian High Tours would like to
offer eventually. Cronin, whose company already works
out of Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary and Montreal, says he
also hopes to combine weed tours with other experiences
like cross-country skiing and ice fishing. He thinks it’s just
a matter of time before cannabis becomes normalized
and people accept it like they do alcohol. “It will take time
[but] with edibles coming, it’s going to blow the tourism
door wide open,” he says.
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The next 24 months will be frenetic
with product launches and regulatory
catch-up, while Canadian cannabis
consumers legitimize the country’s
newest industry with their wallets.
Is there anything cannabis can’t do?
Not if you listen to the cannabis users and producers
riding high on the wave of opportunity. Yes, cannabis
companies are “hoping to get [users] high… but also to
replace their morning coffee, Advil, yoga, and whatever
helps them get to sleep at night,” says Quartz.com’s
Complete Guide to the Cannabis Industry. But that’s
not all. Weed is touted as a salve for many medical
afflictions–notably the side effects of cancer
treatments, chronic pain, depression and anxiety.
A key reason is that CBD—cannabidiol— doesn’t get you
high (that’s the job of THC—the tetrahydrocannabinol
molecule). CBD offers many potentially beneficial
health effects without the psychoactive ‘high’ of THC.
Fortunately, as the science behind marijuana advances
and strains are cultivated for increasingly specific
purposes, the two cannabinoids—THC and CBD—can
be preferentially selected and administered in the
preferred ratio.

For the next few years at least, expect
to find cannabis in everything while
companies figure out what customers
want and the federal government
figures out what will be allowed.
The New York Times recently described CBD as “a
fix for our anxious times” based on its purported
stress- and anxiety-relieving properties. Jason
DeLand, a New York ad exec and board member of
dosist, a Santa Monica cannabis company that makes
disposable CBD-vaping pens, told the Times, “Right
now, CBD is the chemical equivalent to bitcoin in
2016. It’s hot, everywhere and yet almost nobody
understands it.” (For its part, the dosist site advises
that “Pain is natural. Relief can be, too” and offers
formulations with names like bliss, sleep, calm and
relief—among others.)

THE FUTURE OF CANNABIS IN CANADA

CANNA-EVERYTHING
For the moment, having transitioned from menace
to lifestyle enhancer, cannabis exists in a lucrative
haze—a wellness product that will slip easily into
virtually anyone’s daily care regimen. Be they young
or old, well or ill, spiritual seeker or what California
consultant Cheryl Shuman calls ‘stiletto stoners’—
wealthy, fashionable women looking for a safe little
high—cannabis could be just the answer to what ails
you (19-plus only, of course).
Spas were early adopters of CBD treatments—not too
surprising, given they’ve always existed at the outer
edges of that hazily defined ‘wellness’ industry. Ste.
Anne’s Spa in Grafton, Ontario, for example, makes its
own CBD products and will include “an aromatherapy
element to induce an even deeper level of relaxation,”
as director Natalie Koshowski told The Toronto Sun.
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In Colorado and California, where cannabis has been
legal since 2014 and 2018, spas from the Auberge Solage
in Napa Valley to the Hilton Doubletree in Vail have
incorporated CBD and hemp-based salves, massage
oils, and body scrubs into their treatments. They’ve
even added CBD to their hand soap and candles.
CBD has found its way into non-alcoholic drinks, too:
Beboe and Dirty Lemon created a drink that contains
“20mg of the highest grade full spectrum CBD. After
drinking, expect mild euphoria, full-body relaxation, and
a clear head.” It’s a big, alluring promise.
For the next few years at least, expect to find cannabis in
everything while companies figure out what customers
want and the federal government figures out what
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will be allowed. At the Cannabis & Hemp Expo held in
Ottawa just after legalization, entrepreneur Neil Marotta,
CEO of Indiva, said he was investigating THC-infused
sugars and salts. Eye masks, bath bombs, body lotions,
candles and coffee are already on the market.
And of course there are the edibles: CBD- and THC-laced
cookies, brownies—even candy, the latter of which
strikes fear into the hearts of legislators who worry it
will attract children. Indeed, a young Vancouver Island
child was airlifted to hospital after eating cannabisinfused gummy bears found in the backseat of a car.
Unfortunately, this happened less than two weeks
before legalization, briefly tarnishing Canada’s groovy,
innovative reputation.
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CANNABIS AND LUXURY
Cannabis is also branded as a luxury product. “This
is like fine wine, fine champagnes, fine cigars,” Cheryl
Shuman, founder of Beverly Hills Cannabis Club, told
Business of Fashion. “It’s becoming more chic to talk
about it. Like being part of a tribe, if you will.” The
fashion tribe is onto it as well: Alexander Wang, Baja
East, Jeremy Scott and other designers have worked
cannabis motifs into their products, and the idea is
sure to grow.
CBD oils are finding their way into high-end tasting
menus, and cannabis sommeliers—who pair food with
bud—are in training. “Cannabis and wine are the same
thing,” Freedman told The Globe and Mail’s wine critic
Beppi Crosariol. “The growing conditions, the way
they’re extracted, the passionate people, the way that
they’re finished, the way that they’re sold, the way that
they’re talked about—they share every single parallel, all
the way down to microclimate and the expression of it.”
Luxury is about quality and experience, and once the
product is in hand, the experience begins with the
packaging—which is highly restricted in Canada
(see chapter 6).

Luxury is about quality and experience,
and once the product is in hand, the
experience begins with the packaging—
which is highly restricted in Canada.
Interestingly, according to Resonance Consultancy
research, while users seem scarcely concerned with
scientific data about the efficacy or safety of the
product, more than two-thirds support legal restrictions
on marketing, advertising and packaging of cannabis in
Canada—perhaps due to their familiarity with tobacco’s
marketing restrictions. The strict rules mean Canadians
might never get to fully enjoy the sophistication of
Leafs by Snoop (launched in Colorado by rapper Snoop
Dogg), which includes artisanal chocolate bars and
prettily packaged boxes of bud, designed by brandmaster Pentagram. Cannabis products by L.A.-based
Beboe (“the Hermès of vape pens”, according to The
New York Times) have a refined, arty and decidedly
upscale aesthetic—but Canadians won’t get to see it,
as cannabis products here must be in plain, warningfestooned wrappers.
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For everyone in the cannabis
business, getting out ahead
in an immense and uncertain
market is key. With the science
on its way and normalization
inevitable, companies are
proliferating and innovation
is the industry imperative. The
last thing anyone can afford to
do is doze off on the couch.
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IT’S A WOMEN’S THING
For a product with more male than female users in
Canada (55% male vs. 44% female according to our
survey), cannabis companies are certainly not
neglecting the women’s market.

Quebec-based Verde Vie, for instance, offers a suite of
unabashedly beautiful consumption accoutrements,
from bud scissors and graters to lighters, coasters
and ashtrays.

One possible reason: women carved out a place in
the industry early in the game. “Without a history of
institutional bias, there are no glass ceilings to break,”
suggests Maja Begovic of The Globe and Mail. Alison
Gordon, chief executive of 48North Cannabis Corp,
concurs, adding that, “This industry is for women who can
jump in and really contribute, be self-motivated
and get stuff done.”

Alumni of Goop—Gwenyth Paltrow’s female-centric
lifestyle brand, and one that’s no stranger to blazing a
new wellness path—have entered the curated cannabis
game with Fleur Marché. The messaging appeals to
the beginner mind, inviting women to learn along
with them. “When it came to cannabis, we had SO.
MANY. QUESTIONS,” shares the home page of the Fleur
website. “How do I use it? What products are right for
me? Where do I find them? We couldn’t find a retail
experience that felt trustworthy, elegant and modern.
So we made one.”

To even a casual female consumer, the quantity of
women-centric designs is obvious and appealing, a far cry
from the messy-bedroom, hard-rock stoner stereotype.

The Fleur Marché retail experience, dubbed ‘the
apothecary’, offers, among much else, Le Sleep Kit,
Le Beauty Kit and, tellingly, Le PMS Kit.
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AGE

LIFE STAGE

General population (n=1,001)

General population (n=1,001)

Cannabis users (n=1,500)

Cannabis users (n=1,500)

39%

YOUNG
SINGLE/COUPLE

33%
42%

OLDER
SINGLE/COUPLE

30%
32%

FAMILY

39%
34%

35%

27%

18 – 34

31%
21%

26%

35 – 54

55+

CONSUMERS ARE ALL IN
In her story “America’s Invisible Pot Addicts,” Anne Lowrey
of The Atlantic warns that “state and local governments
are setting up legal regimes without sufficient publichealth protection, with some even warning that the
[U.S.] is replacing one form of reefer madness with
another, careening from treating cannabis as if it were
as dangerous as heroin to treating it as if it were as benign
as kombucha.”
Yet the market has spoken. In The New York Times,
Dr. David Casarett, chief of palliative care at Duke
University Medical Center, told his fellow physicians,
“You might not like it, you might not believe in it. But
your patients are using this stuff.”
For everyone in the cannabis business, getting out
ahead in an immense and uncertain market is key. With
the science on its way and normalization inevitable,
companies are proliferating and innovation is the
industry imperative. The last thing anyone can afford
to do is doze off on the couch.
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We hope you enjoyed this sample of our insight and expertise.

HERE’S HOW
RESONANCE CAN
HELP SHAPE THE
FUTURE OF YOUR
CITY, DESTINATION
OR DEVELOPMENT
TOURISM
Resonance helps countries, cities, communities and
resorts understand market trends, assess strengths
and weaknesses, engage local communities, plan
for the future, and create branding to realize their
full economic potential. We recognize that tourism,
economic development and urban planning are
intimately interconnected, and our strategies offer
research and roadmaps that connect the three. By
doing so, we help ensure that the growth of tourism
not only brings economic benefits to a community
but enhances quality of life for residents as well.

Consumer Research
Destination Assessments
Scenario Planning & Forecasting
Destination Development Strategy
Tourism Master Plans

ResonanceCo.com

Marketing Strategy
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REAL ESTATE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Resonance specializes in complex mixed-use
developments in both urban and resort environments.
Major mixed-use developments often redefine a
neighborhood or destination and must, therefore,
engage and communicate with diverse stakeholders
and audiences—be they local residents, prospective
home buyers, renters or commercial tenants. Working
with developers and their design teams, we help
define and articulate a development’s vision and
communicate it through community engagement,
branding, marketing and placemaking that resonates
with all desired audiences.

Effective economic development is a powerful blend
of tourism, talent attraction, urban planning and far
beyond. Our economic development strategies offer
a roadmap that links myriad factors—and by doing
so, connects neighborhoods, cities and regions
with current and future talent, investors, visitors
and residents. Our proprietary data and innovative
research help economic development organizations
understand and prioritize authentic opportunities,
create competitive identities, meaningfully engage
communities and plan for the future to realize their
full economic potential.

Consumer Research

Performance Benchmarking

Development Strategy

Economic Development Strategy

Branding

Marketing Strategy

Marketing Strategy

Placemaking

Placemaking

VANCOUVER
801 - 602 W Hastings St
Vancouver, BC V6B 1P2

NEW YORK
110 East 25th
New York, NY 10010

+1.604.681.0804
info@resonanceco.com

+1.646.413.8887
info@resonanceco.com

@ResonanceCo
ResonanceCo.com

